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THE 12 LOCKS& KEYS IS a 2D puzzle game for everyone. It is challenging enough to challenge the
most skilled veterans while still being easy for beginners. Locks are opening from left to right, you
need to open them using the arrows and keys. The game is very difficult, you are not allowed to skip
any levels. Time is measured in seconds and you don't want to be timed out. - What is the number
one most difficult in the game? - How to solve puzzles? Find hidden hints? - What do you think, can
you beat the challenge of 12 locks and keys? - Do you need more hints to solve all the puzzles? -
Read the story of the game? Have you already played all the levels? Follow the story of Angelina and
Anton... P.S. Are you ready to find and solve all the puzzles and get the prize of all the 12 keys? The
Monster Maze is a full 3D maze game where you search for all the keys. The game is very
challenging and you will need to move from one place to another to solve the maze. You are the
owner of an abandoned house. The beautiful owner of the house is still the time she was there - the
beautiful Cleo. The house has been suddenly sold. You are given keys and green tickets to find new
owners. The game takes place in the fascinating house! The game contains: - 3D maze in which you
have to find keys and solve the puzzles - beautiful 3D graphics - gentle musical composition - nice
sound effects and unique background sound - new levels for you to unlock! Press "Enter" and you will
be taken to the maze of the 3D. In the maze you will see the door and many floors. If you click on an
item in the maze, it will lock. A key is needed to open a lock. You'll need to find the corresponding
key. A lock can be opened only with the corresponding key. Some items are closed. Open them by
clicking on them. Some items are opened. Click on a number to open them. Some objects will open.
Click on them to find items. Game features: - 3D maze with plenty of space to move - difficult puzzle
- pleasant 3D graphics and a nice musical background - original sound effects - cute characters - nice
background music - moving items - exiting from the maze - solving the maze - new

Features Key:
Simple interface
25 levels of difficulty
3 different ways to play
Save progress between plays
Playable with 2*3 tiles or with 4*4 tiles
Games over 25 levels
Dynamic music
Playable with 3 or 4*4 bricks
Discover new tricks with tiles as much as you want
The application gives you the possibility to configure the level easily. You can also move the tiles and
modify the number of bricks starting from a level as much as you want.
Four classic layouts of tile layouts with three possible tile sizes
Insert different colors into the game.
Display of all the bricks included
Levels divided in quarters
Perfect for all the lovers of the puzzle games
Very easy to handle because of its characteristics.
Easy to install and no modification to obtain the level
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How to play 12 locks and keys Game

So you do not need to know too much, you can play it without and without reading. To play 12 locks and
keys you only need to know how to play on a standard tile. you only need to adapt the rules and that is easy
to do.

12 locks and keys Game Instructions

If you want to take control of the tile. So just click once in the tile to start the game. You will be able to move
the tile at any point with the arrow keys. Click on the button of the tile to stick to one. You can not move the
tile if you do not have at least one pointer. You can reposition with the space bar too.

It is very simple to play. A little faster. And above all, very fun. 

12 locks and keys Game Screenshots
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